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Site To Download Small Steps Louis Sachar Study Guide
When somebody should go to the book stores, search introduction by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we allow the books compilations in this website. It will categorically ease you to see guide Small Steps Louis Sachar Study Guide as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net connections. If you strive for to download and install the Small Steps Louis Sachar Study Guide, it is agreed simple
then, previously currently we extend the link to purchase and make bargains to download and install Small Steps Louis Sachar Study Guide consequently simple!
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SMALL STEPS
Delacorte Press Books for Young Readers Three years after being released from Camp Green Lake, Armpit is trying hard to keep his life on track, but when his old pal X-Ray shows up with a tempting plan to make some easy money scalping concert tickets, Armpit reluctantly goes along. Reprint.

SMALL STEPS
A&C Black Armpit and X-Ray are living in Austin, Texas. It is three years since they left the conﬁnes of Camp Green Lake Detention Centre and Armpit is taking small steps to turn his life around. He is working for a landscape gardener because he is good at digging holes, he is going to school and he is
enjoying his ﬁrst proper romance, but is he going to be able to stay out of trouble when there is so much building up against him? In this exciting novel, Armpit is joined by many vibrant new characters, and is learning what it takes to stay on course, and that doing the right thing is never the wrong
choice.

HOLES
Yearling #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this award-winning, modern classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began
with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly ﬁve feet wide and
ﬁve feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried
under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." —New York Times *Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from
the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.

STANLEY YELNATS' SURVIVAL GUIDE TO CAMP GREENLAKE
A&C Black Imagine your misfortune if, like Stanley Yelnats, you found yourself the victim of a miscarriage of justice and interned in Camp Green Lake Correctional Institute. How would you survive? Thoughtfully Louis Sachar has leant his knowledge and expertise to the subject and created this
wonderful, quirky, and utterly essential guide to toughing it out in the Texan desert. Spiced with lots of information about the characters in HOLES, as well as lots of do's and don'ts for survival, this is an essential book for all those hundreds of thousands of HOLES' fans.

THE CARDTURNER
A&C Black When Alton's ageing, blind uncle asks him to attend bridge games with him, he agrees. After all, it's better than a crappy summer job in the local shopping mall, and Alton's mother thinks it might secure their way to a good inheritance sometime in the future. But, like all apparently casual
choices in any of Louis Sachar's wonderful books, this choice soon turns out to be a lot more complex than Alton could ever have imagined. As his relationship with his uncle develops, and he meets the very attractive Toni, deeply buried secrets are uncovered and a romance that spans decades is ﬁnally
brought to conclusion. Alton's mother is in for a surprise!

FUZZY MUD
Delacorte Press From the author of the acclaimed bestseller Holes, winner of the Newbery Award and the National Book Award, comes a New York Times bestselling adventure about the impact we have—both good and bad—on the world we live in. Be careful. Your next step may be your last. Fifth
grader Tamaya Dhilwaddi and seventh grader Marshall Walsh have been walking to and from Woodridge Academy together since elementary school. But their routine is disrupted when bully Chad Hilligas challenges Marshall to a ﬁght. To avoid the conﬂict, Marshall takes a shortcut home through the oﬀlimits woods. Tamaya, unaware of the reason for the detour, reluctantly follows. They soon get lost. And then they ﬁnd trouble. Bigger trouble than anyone could ever have imagined. In the days and weeks that follow, the authorities and the U.S. Senate become involved, and what they uncover might
aﬀect the future of the world. "Sachar blends elements of mystery, suspense, and school-day life into a taut environmental cautionary tale."--Publishers Weekly

SMALL STEPS
Delacorte Books for Young Readers Three years after being released from Camp Green Lake, Armpit is trying hard to keep his life on track, but when his old pal X-Ray shows up with a tempting plan to make some easy money scalping concert tickets, Armpit reluctantly goes along.

CRASH
Ember Take a look behind the bully in this modern classic from Newbery medalist Jerry Spinelli that packs a punch. And don't miss the highly anticipated new novel, Dead Wednesday. Cocky seventh-grade super-jock Crash Coogan got his nickname the day he used his ﬁrst football helmet to knock his
cousin Bridget ﬂat on her backside. And he has been running over people ever since, especially Penn Webb, the dweeby, vegetarian Quaker kid who lives down the block. Through the eyes of Crash, readers get a rare glimpse into the life of a bully in this unforgettable and beloved story about
stereotypes and the surprises life can bring. "Readers will devour this humorous glimpse of what jocks are made of." --School Library Journal, starred review

DOGS DON'T TELL JOKES
A&C Black 'Why did the guy eat two dead skunks for breakfast?' 'Because dead ones squeal when you stick the fork in.' Gary W. Boone knows he was born to be a stand-up comedian. It is the rest of the kids in the class who think he is a fool. Then the Floyd Hicks Junior High School Talent Show is
announced, and he starts practising his routine non-stop to get it just right. Gary's sure that this will be his big break - he'll make everyone laugh and will win the $100 prize money. But when an outrageous surprise threatens to turn his debut into a disaster, it looks as if the biggest joke of all may be on
Gary himself.

SMALL STEPS
THE YEAR I GOT POLIO
Albert Whitman & Company Peg Kehret was stricken with polio when she was twelve years old. At ﬁrst paralyzed and terriﬁed, she fought her way to recovery, aided by doctors and therapists, a loving family, supportive roommates ﬁghting their own battles with the disease, and plenty of grit and
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luck. With the humor and suspense that are her trademarks, acclaimed author Peg Kehret vividly recreates the true story of her year of heartbreak and triumph.

MARVIN REDPOST #3: IS HE A GIRL?
Random House Books for Young Readers This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series oﬀers a sidesplitting take on the diﬀerences between girls and boys! When Casey Happleton tells Marvin that if you kiss your elbow you’ll turn into a
girl, Marvin doesn’t believe it. Then Marvin kisses his elbow by accident and starts to feel very strange. He wants pigtails and starts dotting his i’s with little hearts. Could Casey be right? Or is it all in Marvin’s head? You decide! Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond
with quirky characters like George Brown, Class Clown and Junie B. Jones.

SMALL STEPS
NOVEL-TIES STUDY GUIDE
Reproducible study guide to accompany the novel: in chapter-by-chapter format includes vocabulary, comprehension questions, writing activities, cross-curricula connections, graphic organizers and more.

THE BOY WHO LOST HIS FACE
Yearling The classic novel from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! David is only trying to be cool when he helps some of the popular kids steal Old Lady Bayﬁeld’s cane. But when the plan backﬁres, he’s the one the “old witch” curses. Now
David can’t seem to do anything right. The cool kids taunt him and his only friends are freaks. He even walks into Spanish class with his ﬂy unzipped! And when he ﬁnally gets up the nerve to ask out a cute girl, his pants fall down in midsentence. Is it the Bayﬁeld curse at work? Or is David simply
turning into a total loser?

MARVIN REDPOST: KIDNAPPED AT BIRTH
BOOK 1 - REJACKETED
A&C Black Marvin lives in a grey house with a white fence - a white fence but for one red post. He has red hair and blue eyes. He is also left-handed. "We're lucky to be left-handed," said Mrs North. "It means we have royal blood." One day, at school, while writing a report, Marvin realises that nothing
adds up. His parents have brown hair and they have brown eyes. Can he really be Marvin Redpost? Or is he, in fact, the lost son of the King of Shampoon - Prince Robert? Was he whisked away from the hospital at birth and are the Redposts really his kidnappers? Marvin sets out to get things straight.
There are a lot of perks to being a prince and it's all very tempting but Marvin soon realises that sometimes the truth isn't all it's cracked up to be. Louis Sachar writes with pace and humour and heart. In this, the ﬁrst in a series of eight books, he introduces strong and memorable characters in his
unique and inimitable style.

WAYSIDE SCHOOL IS FALLING DOWN
A&C Black 'Watch closely,' said Mrs Jewls. 'You can learn much faster using a computer instead of paper and pencil.' Then she pushed the computer out of the window. The children all watched it fall thirty ﬂoors. 'See?' said Mrs Jewls. 'That's gravity . . .' That's the way things happen at Wayside School.
There are twenty-nine kids in Mrs Jewls' class and this book is about all of them: there is Todd, who is in trouble every day, until he gets a magic dog; Paul, whose life is saved by Leslie's pigtails; Ron, who dares to try the cafeteria's mushroom surprise; and all the others who help turn a day at Wayside
School into one madcap adventure after another.

WHEN YOU REACH ME
(NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER)
Wendy Lamb Books "Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far surpasses the usual whodunit or sci-ﬁ adventure to become an incandescent exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post This Newbery Medal winner that has been called
"smart and mesmerizing," (The New York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all types, especially those who are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader Miranda starts receiving
mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know what to do. The notes tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she can’t share her mission with anyone. It would be easy to ignore the strange messages, except that whoever is leaving them has an uncanny ability to predict the future. If that is
the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that someone is going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild Selection
"Absorbing." —People "Readers ... are likely to ﬁnd themselves chewing over the details of this superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and almost impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers studying Miranda's story as many times as
she's read L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the provocative questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred review

THE DARK DAYS OF HAMBURGER HALPIN
Ember Being a hefty, deaf newcomer almost makes Will Halpin the least popular guy at Coaler High. But when he befriends the only guy less popular than him, the dork-namic duo has the smarts and guts to ﬁgure out who knocked oﬀ the star quarterback. Will can’t hear what’s going on, but he’s a
great observer. So, who did it? And why does that guy talk to his ﬁngers? And will the beautiful girl ever notice him? (Okay, so Will’s interested in more than just murder . . .) Those who prefer their heroes to be not-so-usual and with a side of wiseguy will gobble up this witty, geeks-rule debut.

THERE'S A BOY IN THE GIRLS' BATHROOM
Yearling The beloved bestseller from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! “Give me a dollar or I’ll spit on you.” That’s Bradley Chalkers for you. He’s the oldest kid in the ﬁfth grade. He tells enormous lies. He picks ﬁghts with girls, and the
teachers say he has serious behavior problems. No one likes him—except Carla, the new school counselor. She thinks Bradley is sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys his far-fetched stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he weren’t afraid to try. But when you feel like the most
hated kid in the whole school, believing in yourself can be the hardest thing in the world. . . .

HOLES
Holt McDougal As further evidence of his family's bad fortune which they attribute to a curse on a distant relative, Stanley Yelnats is sent to a hellish correctional camp in the Texas desert where he ﬁnds his ﬁrst real friend, a treasure, and a new sense of himself.

MARVIN REDPOST #5: CLASS PRESIDENT
Random House Books for Young Readers This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series stars Marvin and…the president of the United States? The president of the United States is coming to visit Marvin’s class. He’s even going to answer
one question from each kid! Plus the whole thing is going to be on TV. Marvin is nervous. What if someone steals his question? What if he can’t speak when it’s his turn? Will he look silly in front of the president and everyone watching? Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love
to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and George Brown, Class Clown.
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MARVIN REDPOST #2: WHY PICK ON ME?
Random House Books for Young Readers This sidesplitting chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series takes on rumors and teasing. There’s a rumor at school that Marvin Redpost picks his nose. Clarence started it, and now everyone
believes it. Even Marvin’s friends are embarrassed to be seen with him! Can Marvin ﬁgure out how to change everyone’s mind? Or is he doomed to be teased forever? Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and George Brown,
Class Clown.

THE GHOST'S GRAVE
Penguin What Josh thought would be the dullest summer of his life, spent with his eccentric great-aunt, turns chilling when he meets the ghost of a coal miner killed in a mine explosion. Willie has been waiting years for some kind soul to dig up his leg and rebury it with the rest of him—only then will he
be at peace. Josh agrees to do the grisly deed, but when he digs in the old cemetery, he ﬁnds more than Willie’s leg bones! Who buried the box of cash in the grave, and why? How far will that person go to get the money back? The Ghost’s Grave is a deliciously spooky adventure from a master of
suspense.

HOLES
Macmillan As further evidence of his family's bad fortune which they attribute to a curse on a distant relative, Stanley Yelnats is sent to a hellish correctional camp in the Texas desert where he ﬁnds his ﬁrst real friend, a treasure, and a new sense of himself. A Newbery Award Winner. 75,000 ﬁrst
printing.

MANIAC MAGEE
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided small town and a boy who runs. Jeﬀrey Lionel "Maniac" Magee might have lived a normal life if a freak accident hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and uptight aunt and
uncle for eight years, he decides to run--and not just run away, but run. This is where the myth of Maniac Magee begins, as he changes the lives of a racially divided small town with his amazing and legendary feats.

THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING
CAPITALISM VS. THE CLIMATE
Simon and Schuster Explains why the environmental crisis should lead to an abandonment of "free market" ideologies and current political systems, arguing that a massive reduction of greenhouse emissions may oﬀer a best chance for correcting problems.

MILLIONS
Harper Collins It was a one-in-a-million chance. A bag crammed with cash comes tumbling out of the air and lands right at Damian's feet. Suddenly the Cunningham brothers are rich. Very rich. They can buy anything they want. There's just one problem -- they have only seventeen days to spend all
the money before it becomes worthless. And the crooks who stole the cash in the ﬁrst place are closing in -- fast. A funny, brilliantly clever and utterly thrilling debut novel that is, quite simply, unforgettable.

MARVIN REDPOST #7: SUPER FAST, OUT OF CONTROL!
Random House Books for Young Readers This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series is all about daredevils and conquering your fears! Everyone says that Marvin is going to ride his new mountain bike down Suicide Hill. And everyone is
coming to watch him do it—his friends, his family, even his older brother. But the truth is, Marvin can’t climb onto the seat without wobbling. And shifting gears? Braking? Forget about it! What’s Marvin going to do? Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky
characters like Junie B. Jones and George Brown, Class Clown.

WHITTINGTON
Random House Books for Young Readers The power of reading is beautifully captured in this 2006 Newbery Honor-winning book. Bernie keeps a barn full of animals the rest of the world has no use for–two retired trotters, a rooster, some banty hens, and a Muscovy duck with clipped wings who calls
herself The Lady. When the cat called Whittington shows up one day, it is to the Lady that he makes an appeal to secure a place in the barn. The Lady’s a little hesitant at ﬁrst, but when the cat claims to be a master ratter, that clinches it. Bernie’ s orphaned grandkids, Abby and Ben, come to the barn
every day to help feed the animals. Abby shares her worry that Ben can’t really read yet and that he refuses to go to Special Ed. Whittington and the Lady decide that Abby should give Ben reading lessons in the barn. It is a balm for Ben when, having toughed out the daily lesson, Whittington comes to
tell, in tantalizing installments, the story handed down to him from his nameless forebearer, Dick Whittington’s cat–the legend of the lad born into poverty in rural England during the Black Death, who runs away to London to seek his fortune. This is an unforgettable tale about how learning to read saves
one little boy. It is about the healing, transcendent power of storytelling and how, if you have loved ones surrounding you and good stories to tell, to listen to, and to read, you have just about everything of value in this world.

A STUDY GUIDE FOR LOUIS SACHAR'S "HOLES"
Gale, Cengage Learning A Study Guide for Louis Sachar's "Holes," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any
literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.

WAYSIDE SCHOOL BENEATH THE CLOUD OF DOOM
HarperCollins Wayside School is back in session in this brand-new, fourth installment in the perennially beloved and bestselling series by Newbery Medal-winning author Louis Sachar. Your favorite students and teachers are all here. That includes Sharie, who loves her striped-and-spotted umbrella
more than anything; Kathy, who has a bad case of oppositosis; Jason, who has to read the longest book in the world; and the rest of Mrs. Jewls’s class on the thirtieth ﬂoor, who are busily collecting toenail clippings. Everyone is scrambling to prepare for the all-important Ultimate Test, but meanwhile,
there is a mysterious Cloud of Doom looming above them… More than ﬁfteen million readers have laughed at the clever and hilarious stories of Wayside School. So what are you waiting for? Come visit Wayside School! Kids 7 to 13 will zoom through these chapter books—laughing their way through the
fast, funny, silly but relatable stories. This funny chapter book series includes: Sideways Stories from Wayside School Wayside School Is Falling Down Wayside School Gets a Little Stranger And now also Wayside School Beneath the Cloud of Doom, the brand-new, fourth installment in the series, and the
ﬁrst in twenty-ﬁve years!

MARVIN REDPOST #6: A FLYING BIRTHDAY CAKE?
Random House Books for Young Readers This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series oﬀers a sidesplitting take on being the new kid at school. When Marvin and Stuart sleep over at Nick Tuﬄe’s house for Nick’s birthday, they set up
sleeping bags in the back yard. Stuart and Nick go right to sleep, but Marvin tosses and turns. Then he hears a noise and something glowing zooms over his head. Is it really a ﬂying birthday cake? Or could it be something even more bizarre? The next day, a very strange new kid shows up at school….
Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and George Brown, Class Clown.
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SOMEDAY ANGELINE
Harper Collins Nobody understands why Angeline is so smart. She could read the ﬁrst time she picked up a book, she can play the piano without ever having had a lesson, and she even knows what the weather is going to be. But being smart is causing Angeline nothing but trouble. The mean kids in
school call her a freak, her teacher ﬁnds her troublesome, and even her own father doesn't know what to do with an eight-year-old girl who seems to be a genius. Angeline doesn't want to be either a genius or a freak. She just wants the chance to be herself and be happy. But it's only when she makes
friends with a boy the kids call "Goon" and the teacher they call "Mr. Bone" that Angeline gets that chance.

ABDUCTION!
Penguin Matt is missing. Bonnie's brother left his classroom to use thebathroom —and disappeared. A police dog traces his scent to the curb, where he apparently got into a vehicle. But why would Matt go anywhere with a stranger? Overwhelmed with fear, Bonnie discovers that her dog is gone, too.
Was Pookie used as a lure for Matt? Bonnie makes one big mistake in her attempt to ﬁnd her brother. In a chilling climax on a Washington State ferry, Bonnie and Matt must outsmart their abductor or pay with their lives.

STARGIRL MOVIE TIE-IN EDITION
Ember This beloved celebration of individuality is now an original movie on Disney+! A modern-day classic and New York Times bestseller from Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli. And don't miss the author's highly anticipated new novel, Dead Wednesday! Stargirl. From the day she arrives at quiet Mica
High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with the murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl." She captures Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At ﬁrst. Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly
shunned for everything that makes her diﬀerent, and Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing that can destroy her: normal. In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and the thrill
and inspiration of ﬁrst love. "Spinelli has produced a poetic allegorical tale about the magniﬁcence and rarity of true nonconformity." -- The New York Times

CAGES
Penguin Kit never means to steal the bracelet; it is just a dumb mistake. But when she is caught Kit is sentenced to twenty hours of volunteer work at the humane society. Kit knows how it feels to be stuck in a cage like those animals and soon she begins to learn that the key to her own cage is right in
front of her. "Readers will relate to [Kit's] anguish and her spirit and courage." -Booklist

FRINDLE
Nicholas Allen is not a troublemaker -- he's just creative. When he decides to liven things up in Mrs. Granger's ﬁfth grade language arts class, he comes up with the greatest plan yet. He invents a new word for a pen -- frindle. It doesn't take long

THE STORY OF PRINCESS DIANA
A BIOGRAPHY BOOK FOR YOUNG READERS
Rockridge Press Discover the life of Princess Diana--a story about helping those in need for kids ages 6 to 9 Princess Diana was known as the "People's Princess" because she loved to be kind and generous to others. Before she made a big impact on the world, Diana was a thoughtful little girl who
loved animals and ballet. Her life changed when she became royalty, but she never gave up her passion for helping people. Explore how Diana went from being a little girl growing up in England to one of the most famous women in the world, known especially for her compassion. This Princess Diana
book includes: Core curriculum--Learn the Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How of Diana's life, and take a quick quiz to test your knowledge. Short chapters--Explore colorfully illustrated, easy-to-read chapters that make you want to keep reading and learning more about Her Royal Highness Princess
Diana. Her lasting legacy--Discover how Diana changed the world for future generations, including you! How will Princess Diana's big heart inspire you?

TOUCHING SPIRIT BEAR
Harper Collins In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful coming-of-age story of a boy who must overcome the eﬀects that violence has had on his life. After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking lot, mischief-maker Cole Matthews
is in major trouble. But instead of jail time, Cole is given another option: attend Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile oﬀenders to a remote Alaskan Island to focus on changing their ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go. While there, Cole is mauled by
a mysterious white bear and left for dead. Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless Peter, and his own anger cause him to examine his actions and seek redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked him, from his victims, and, most importantly, from himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a vivid picture of a
juvenile oﬀender, examining the roots of his anger without absolving him of responsibility for his actions, and questioning a society in which angry people make victims of their peers and communities. Touching Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a pain that can destroy, or lead to
healing. A strong choice for independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.

SLEEPING FRESHMEN NEVER LIE
Penguin Starting high school is never easy. Seniors take your lunch money. Girls you’ve known forever are suddenly beautiful and unattainable.The guys you grew up with are drifting away.And you can never get enough sleep. Could there be a worse time for Scott’s mother to announce she’s
pregnant? Scott decides high school would be a lot less overwhelming if it came with a survival manual, so he begins to write down tips for his new sibling. Scott’s chronicle of his ﬁrst year of bullies, romance, honors classes, and brotherhood is both laugh-out-loud funny and touchingly wise.

MONKEY ISLAND
Open Road Media Eleven-year-old Clay must ﬁnd a home on the streets of New York City in this award-winning, heartbreakingly honest novel. He was eleven years old, and he had never felt so alone in his life. Clay Garrity lived a normal life until his father lost his job and abandoned the family. Now his
pregnant mother has deserted him too, leaving Clay alone in a welfare hotel with a jar of peanut butter and half a loaf of bread. Fearing being placed in foster care, Clay runs away. Alone in the city, Clay wanders down streets with boarded-up buildings and through dark alleys, until he comes to a small
triangular park that looks like an island in a stream. In the light of a street lamp, he sees cardboard boxes, blankets, bundles—and people. Some are lying on benches, others inside boxes. Two of the men, Calvin and Buddy, oﬀer to share their shelter, and Clay is grateful to have a place to stay during
the bitter November cold. Before long, Calvin, Buddy, and Clay form a family amid the threatening dangers and despair of the streets. Clay knows that leaving the streets and going into foster care means that he may never see his parents again. But if he stays, he may not survive at all. An ALA Best
Book for Young Adults, this acclaimed novel oﬀers an intensely moving and candid look at the all-too-real lives of homeless teens.
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